Protamine and fertilin mRNA: potential biomarkers of assisted reproductive technology outcomes.
We studied the relationship between the levels of protamines 1 and 2 (PRM1 and PRM2) and fertilin-β (ADAM-2) mRNA expression and outcomes of infertility treatment using assisted reproductive technologies was studied. Analysis of the relationships between the outcomes of in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer and profiles of the expression of seminal genes PRM1, PRM2, ADAM-2 mRNA, evaluated by reverse transcription quantitative PCR was carried out in 79 couples. Significant differences in the expression of seminal PRM1, PRM2, ADAM-2 mRNA were detected in couples with different outcomes of in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer. The levels of seminal gene expression are potential predictors of the efficiency of in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer.